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We consider estimation of the parameter B in a multivariate linear functional 
relationship 
xi=5i t <Ii? 
Y, = Bti + 5,i. i = l,..., n. 
where the errors &ii, Lii) are independent standard normal and ({,, i E N) is a 
sequence of unknown nonrandom vectors (incidental parameters). If there are no 
substantial a priori restrictions on the infinite sequence of incidental parameters 
then asymptotically the model is nonparametric but does not fit into common 
settings presupposing a parameter from a metric function space. A special result of 
the local asymptotic minimax type for the m.1.e. of B is proved. The accuracy of the 
normal approximation for the m.1.e. of order nm’12 is also established. 
1. INTRODLJCTI~N 
One of the classical topics in the literature on regression and econometrics 
is the so-called “model with errors in both variables” or “linear functional 
relationship.” A characteristic feature of this model is that in it the number 
of unknown parameters increases with the number of observations. 
Consider for given naturals p, q, p > q a sequence of RP-valued obser- 
vations Zi, i E N, where zi = (xl, yl), i E N, and 
xi = ti f <Ii 
(1.1) 
Yi =Bti + f;li, iE N, 
where &, i E N, is an unknown sequence of nonrandom (p - q)-vectors, B is 
an unknown q x (p - q)-matrix, and <f = (<ii, &), i E N, are independent 
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N(O,, Z)-distributed random p-vectors; here Z is a positive definite matrix. 
The problem is to estimate B from a sample zi, i = l,..., n, assuming Z 
known. 
If there are no substantial a priori restrictions for the unknown incidental 
parameters &, i E [N, the parameter space, from an asymptotic viewpoint, is 
infinite-dimensional. This implies that classical results on asymptotically 
optimal estimation do not apply. The problem was recognized early (cf., e.g., 
Neyman and Scott [ 131); in his survey paper Moran [ 121 mentions it as 
outstanding. 
Because of the infinite-dimensionality of the parameter space the model 
could be seen as belonging to the area of nonparametrics. Recently a theory 
of optimal estimation has been established in this field also, based on the 
local asymptotic minimax (1.a.m.) concept. However, no attempt has been 
made so far to apply these results to the linear functional relationship. In this 
paper we prove an optimality property of the 1.a.m. type for the maximum 
likelihood estimator of B. This property, however, is of a quite specific 
nature; due to the nonstandard character of the situation it differs basically 
from optimality results in other nonparametric models. 
For a background on modern asymptotic methods, the reader is referred to 
Ibragimov and Khasminski [7]. Statistical theory for functional relationships 
(errors-in-variables models) has been surveyed recently in [6]. 
To formally state the main result let 8 = (B, c$, i E N) be the pertaining 
infinite-dimensional parameter and 0 its unrestricted natural domain. Let Pi 
denote the probability measure (p.m.) corresponding to observations zi, 
i = l,..., n, when 6 obtains. 
It is well known that for sample size n >p - q there is with P”,-probability 
one a unique maximum likelihood estimator (m.1.e.) fi,, of B, based on the 
normal density for zi, i = I,..., II. This estimator is described in Section 4. 
Define for each n E N a parameter function 
where 
B,=B,H,,,=n-’ $ tic; if 8=(B,&,iEN). 
i=l 
Denote for k, m E N, 
!JJl kxm = (set of (k x m)-matrices} 
!JR,> = (A E YUl,,JA = A’, A positive definite} 
and 
T=9R 4X@-P) x ‘Jn;-,* (1.2) 
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Let Bk be the class of measurable convex subsets of Rk symmetric about the 
origin, and let @n be the class of all estimators of B for given sample size n 
(measurable mappings from Rp” into !UI,, Q-9j). For a set E c Rk let EC 
denote its complement. 
THEOREM 1. For every compact set K c T, every nonempty open set 
lJ c K and every E E Epqweq’ 
- inf sup 
ass” tkT,(B)EU 
P;I(n”* vec(6 -B,) E EC) 
Note that the theorem is valid under no restriction on the sequence &, i E N, 
beyond the one implicit in the formulation. 
The essence of this statement as against the standard 1.a.m. results in 
parametric as well as nonparametric cases (cf. Ibragimov and Khasminski 
[7], Levit [9], Millar [ll]) consists in the kind of sets over which the risk 
supremum is taken. Usually an infinite-dimensional parameter is considered 
to be an element of an appropriate metric function space, and asymptotic 
minimax bounds are obtained over neighbourhoods in this space. In contrast 
we do not specify &, i E N, to be in some metric space of sequences and 
accordingly do not obtain a local result of the usual kind. Our minimax 
statement is local only with respect to a finite-dimensional subparameter of 6 
while the “remainder part” must range unrestricted to make the bound valid. 
The fact that the subparameter varies with n causes no difficulty of inter- 
pretation. 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, below, which gives 
the lower asymptotic risk bound, and of Theorem 3. 
For r E T let the matrix D(r) E !UI&,- ) be defined by (3.1) below, and let 
N denote the standard normal p.m. in RR if k is understood. 
THEOREM 2. For every nonempty open set U c T and every E E c!?~~-” 
liyEkf inf su f
6Egn &:r”( )EU 
P”,(n l’* vec(6 - B,) e EC) 
> “,:I N(D(r)- 1’2 EC). 
The basic idea of the proof to be carried out in Section 3 is as follows. 
Consider in (1.1) a prior distribution for ri, i E I$ as i.i.d. zero-mean normal 
with covariance matrix H as a “hyperparameter,” and the parametric model 
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in (B, H) which results. This model has been investigated in statistics in its 
own right; it is known as the “linear structural relationship.” Being a well- 
behaved parametric model it admits the standard 1.a.m. risk bound for 
estimation of B connected with Fisher information. This bound can then be 
invoked for the original functional relationship. 
This special Bayesian argument is in agreement with what has been 
termed by Sprent [20] a parallelism between functional and structural 
relationships, present throughout the literature. A similar approach has been 
used by Pfanzagl [ 161 in a more general case. 
It does not seem very obvious that such a bound should be attained by the 
m.1.e. 8, in the functional relationship (1.1). However, this is what will be 
demonstrated. 
Let 3Yk be the class of Bore1 subsets of IRk. 
THEOREM 3. For every compact set KC T there exists a constant c, 
such that for all 6: t,(s) E K, n >p - q, E E 9q@-q), 
1 Pg(n “‘D(7,(i?)) - “* vec(6, -Be) E E) -N(E)/ < ~~(-32~~“. 
Here the asymptotic covariance matrix together with the local uniformity in 
r,(6) is essential; the order n -“’ is a by-product in our context. For 
methods of proof we mostly rely on Bhattacharya and Ghosh [2]. Note that 
the uniform approximation extends over all Bore1 sets rather than over the 
usual convexity class. 
2. NOTATION 
For B E 9.JlqxC,-,, define 
For k E N define !UImk as the set of symmetric elements of W,,,. Let vet be 
the operation assigning to a matrix the vector composed of all its columns in 
their natural order. 
Denote by rk the projection onto the linear subspace {vet A/A E mm,} in 
Rk*. One has rk = f(lk2 + I[k,k& where Itk,ml is the commutation matrix (see 
McRae [lo] for definition and properties). In the sequel we freely use 
properties of rk which follow. 
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Furthermore, for k E N let 6= k(k + 1)/2. Consider a square root matrix 
fk of l’,, fixed for each k E n\i, with properties 
G. E %$,,, fkF;=rk, FfpIp 
Consider Y.IImk as a normed linear space under the Euclidean norm 11. // for 
matrices. Define an isometric isomorphism u of IDZ, and IRK by 
u(A)=F;vecA, AEfm,. 
Throughout the paper the sets YJIkxm, YJIm, will be identified with Rkm. RK, 
respectively, via mappings vet, u. 
For a matrix A E !JJmkx,,, denote by d(A) its column space in Rk and by 
PA the projection onto d(A). 
By Nd we denote the normal p.m. in Rk with zero mean and covariance 
matrix A, and by Ni the n-fold product of identical components Nd. 
Throughout this paper, random variables are printed in boldface type. 
3. LOWER ASYMPTOTIC RISK BOUND 
Let us introduce the model with random incidental parameters, i.e., the 
linear structural relationship. 
Note that the p.m. Pi depends on B via (B, <, ,..., r,) only. For n E N, 
HE !lJI&, consider a p.m. given by 
Let r = (B,, H,) E T be the pertaining parameter, T being defined by (1.2), 
and let s = q(p -4) + (p?q). T will be identified with a subset of RRs via 
the mapping 
It follows from Lemma 4.3 below that T is open in R”. Define 
V(T) = Z + L&L&, TE T. 
Note that Q: = N;(,), T E T. This parametric family admits the standard 
1.a.m. risk bound as n + co connected with Fisher information. Define 
1 
o(t) = H;‘(L~j’(T)-‘LBz)-’ H;‘@L,&/ (3.1) 
The class g,, of estimators of B, for given n is the same as in model (1.1). 
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LEMMA 3.1. For every nonempty open set U c T and every E E ~9’~@-~’ 
Proof. We give a very concise argument here, assuming that the reader is 
familiar with the usual reasoning in asymptotic theory. Consider for n E N 
the parametric family N”,, WE !JJlz. Observe that this family is locally 
asymptotically normal in each point WE 9X:, for n -+ co, with normalized 
Fisher information 
(relating to the parameter v(W); a detailed proof is given in [ 151). 
Now 7 + v o V(7) is a smooth mapping from IRS into R”. Let 
G, = D v 0 V(t), f E T, G, E mmdXs, 
be the total derivative. If we now show rank G, = s then we can conclude 
that Q:, r E T, is 1.a.n. in each point 7 E T with normalized Fisher infor- 
mation 
J(7)=fG$,(Vp1(7)@ V-‘(7))fpG,~YJlj’. (3.2) 
The lemma is proved if we demonstrate that D(T) is the upper 
q(p - q) x q(p - q)-submatrix of J-‘(t) (cf. [ 7, Theorem 13.11). The 
remainder of the proof now consists in showing this and simultaneously 
J(7) E 9.X:. We now claim that 
G, = (G,, GJ, G, = 2r;(L,H @ L,I). G, = &LB 0 L,J Fpmq. (3.3) 
This can be shown using perturbation expansion and relations 
L,=L,+L;B, L,L = L+- L,B’, (3.4) 
(LB 0 LB) fp-q = (LB 0 LB) rp-,fp-, = I-,@, 0 L&-:,_,. 
Now let 
J(7) = (fij>i= :::, 
be the appropriate partition of J(r). Using (3.2) and (3.3) we calculate 
J,,=f~~_,(L;,V-‘L,OL:,V-‘L,)~~-,E~,l,,. 
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Hence, by formulae 2.4 (p. 32) and 2.7 (p. 33) in Rao [ 171, it suffices to 
establish that 
D(r)-’ =J,l -J**J;*‘Jzl =J,l, (3.5) 
say. We calculate 
where 
~=rp(V-“*LBH@ V-‘/*L,I). 
It can now be verified, using that rP represents the symmetrization operation 
A + ;(A + A’), A E II1zpxP, that 
Hence 
=HL;,V-‘L,H@(L;‘VLf)-‘=D(r)-‘. 1 
We are now in a position to infer the lower asymptotic risk bound in the 
original model (1.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Note that it suffices to prove the theorem for sets 
U = U, x U,, where U, , U, are open sets in 9Rqx CP-4j, 9JImp>-q, respectively. 
Note also that Pi(‘,(n”*vec(6 -B,) E EC) is a measurable function of &, 
i = l,..., n, for any 6 E g”. Let H E %I:-,. Then integrating w.r.t. 
C, i = l,..., n, yields 
B :*” (~[jxu2 P”,(n”*vec@ -Be) E EC) 
> sup Q;B,H@ %ec(6 - B) E EC) - Ni 
BEU, 
Let K, be a compact subset of U2. Since the second summand is o(1) 
uniformly for H E K,, we have 
lim inf inf 
nelh 
sup 
a@, thT,(tT)EU 
P;t(n “’ vec(i3 - B,) E EC) 
> lim inf inf 
PIEN 
a9~” ~ulf;~~ Q:(n”‘vec@ -B,) E EC)- 
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Now Lemma 3.1 and the fact that the compact K, c Uz was arbitrary imply 
the theorem. a 
4. ATTAINMENT OF THE BOUND 
The m.1.e. B, is well known to be given by X:-r” A(Lfin) = (eigenspace 
corresponding to the p - q largest eigenvalues of C-“* C;= I zizf 2--l’*}. We 
first show that 8, thus defined is a smooth function of n- ’ Cy:, zizf. This is 
well known for p = 2 but in the general case it requires some care. 
Define a function p on !JJI~xCp--9j as 
P(B) = -4%)’ 
Define G,,p-, as the set of (p - q)-dimensional linear subspaces of Rp 
(Grassmann manifold). Endowed with its natural topology G,,,-, is 
metrizable and compact (cf. Dieudonne (4, par. 16.111). 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) p is a continuous injectiue mapping, and p(YRm,XCp--Q,) is
open in G,,,-,. 
(b) The mapping y -+ P,, P, denoting the projection (matrix) in Rp onto 
y E Gp,p-gr is continuous. 
Proof. Property (a) is directly given in [4, par. 16.111. Property (b) can 
be inferred from the algebraic description of G,,,-, given there. m 
Define a function 1 on 1157, as 
w ) = (A ,(A >,..., &(A )> 
where ,$(A), i = I ,..., p, I,(A) > ..a > A,(A) denote the p ordered eigenvalues 
of A E 9JI,. In Kato [ 8, p. 124 J the following is shown. 
LEMMA 4.2. A is continuous. 
Define 
LEMMA 4.3. YJt; and YJlEw9 are open subsets of 9Jl,. 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.2. fl 
Define a function rl on !UI;-9 by 
WL4, Al 2 tr[P,A], y E G&P-9. 
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Thus q(A) is uniquely defined for A E !UIiWq, with values in GP,P--9, and is 
the eigenspace corresponding to the p - q largest eigenvalues of A. 
LEMMA 4.4. q is continuous. 
Proof. Since Gp,p--q is compact and metrizable any infinite sequence in 
G p,p--9 has an accumulation point. The proof now is a standard argument 
based on the definition. 1 
For a nonsingular matrix A E 9JlJz,,, we denote by A also its action on 
G p,p-Q derived from its action as a linear transformation of IR”. For a set 
W * c 1112, define 
A!JJl*A = (ACA/C E 9Jl*}. 
Define a set jfi by 
93 = .z”2 ~-‘(z-“2p(mqxcp,_q))) z”2. 
LEMMA 4.5. @I is an open subset of mm,. 
Proof. Note first Lemma 4.1(a). According to Dieudonne [4, par. 17.21, 
G p,p-4 is a homogeneous space under the action of A E 9JIpXp, rank A =p; 
in particular this action is continuous. Hence Z-1’2p(IlJ14XW--9j) is open. 
Lemma 4.4 implies that ~-1(C-1i2p(lTR4Go-4,)) is open in !JRie4, and by 
Lemma 4.3 it is also open in !?R,. Now the assertion is obvious. 1 
Define a function a, on @I by 
q(A) = p - 1(C1’2~(Z-1’2AZ- I”)). 
Thus o takes values in !JJIm,, (p-4j. Define a set 9JI * by 
VI*= {AEW,/~,(A)>O, rankA=p-q}. 
LEMMA 4.6. For A E !ffl 
(a> 4A~-‘L,o,) =4L,&, 
(b) &(A) =A~~lL,o,(L~AC-lL,(,,)-‘, 
(c) L;;,,A = O,,, ifA E W* n !ik 
Proof: Relation (a) is inferred using that J(t;-1’2LIpCA,) is an eigenspace 
of Z-1’2AC-1’2. Relation (b) can be obtained from (a) using Lemma 4.1(a). 
Finally if A E !IJI * then Z-1’2AZ-1’2 E !UI* c !JJIceq and (c) is implied by 
the fact that JT(Z”~L&,,) is the orthogonal complement of 
Jqz-“2Lrp(A)). I 
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Define 
n 
Q,,=n-‘v ziz;-Z, 
,Tl 
g = 
i 
dQn> ifQ,E@ 
n 0 9X(P-q) otherwise. 
(4.1) 
LEMMA 4.7. P$(Q, E a) = 1 holds for 19 E 0, n >p - q, and fi,, is the 
unique m.1.e. for B, based on the normal densities for zir i = l,..., n, almost 
surelyfor 6E 0, n>p-q. 
ProoJ: If the event Q, E & has occurred straightforward maximization 
of the likelihood yields p(Q,,) as the unique m.1.e. A proof for the first 
assertion has been given by Hoschel in [6, Remark 3.3.101. 1 
LEMMA 4.8. There is an open subset @I0 of @I containing @I n 93% on 
which v, is real-analytic. 
Proof: Define a function g on !IJIqu,p-q, x @I by 
g(B.A)=L,I’AZ-‘L,. 
g takes values in YJI,,,,~,,. Now v)(A) satisfies g(e+i),A) = OqX(p-q, for 
A E $8. Since g is real-analytic and @l is open it suffices according to the 
implicit function theorem (Dieudonne [4, par. 10.2.41) to prove that the 
partial derivative of g with respect to B, a,g(B,A), say, is a nonsingular 
q(p - q) x q(p - q)-matrix, for B = p(A), A E !@I f7 !JJI*. A perturbation 
expansion with B* = B + EC using (3.4) yields 
for AE@I. Now if rank a,g(q(A),A)<q(p-q) for AE@fi!UI* then 
there is a C E ‘9.J qx~p-qAiOqx~p-qA such that 
0 - Lt;R, AC-‘L,IC - CL;Ar:-‘L,(,, 4X(P-4) - = -CL;AZp’L,(,d, 
due to Lemma 4.6(c). Lemma 4.6(a) implies that LAAZ-IL,,,, is invertible, 
which leads to contradiction. I 
LEMMA 4.9. The total derivative of v, in a point A E @I n !IX* is 
WA) = (CL ;wALo)-'L;o, O&,,)fp. 
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Proof: Consider for A* E !@I the expression for L,(,,,, given by 
Lemma 4.6(b). For A E $8 n 9JI* we have, using Lemma 4.6(c), 
Clearly this implies the lemma. 1 
Now to carry over a normal approximation valid for Q, to a smooth 
function of Q, we apply an auxiliary result similar to Lemma 2.1 of Bhat- 
tacharya and Ghosh [2], simplified with respect to the order of approx- 
imation but with a local uniformity in the parameter made explicit. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let f: Rk --t IR”’ be a function and R c Rk be an open set. 
Suppose that 
(a) f is twice continuously (totally) dtflerentiable on R; 
(b) rank Df(x) = m, x E Q; 
(c) a continuous mapping A: 0 + YlI: is given. 
Then for every compact set K c R there exists a constant c, such that for all 
xEK,nEN,EE.9* 
I%~&~ ~kln"2(f@+ n -I'*4 -f(x)) E 4) -%&)I 
< c,n-‘I* 
where 
a(x) = Df(x) A(x)(Df (x))‘. 
Proof. Analogous to [ 2, Lemma 2.1 ](cf. also Theorem 1, Remark 1.7, 
there). A similar statement has been proved by Skovgaard 
[ 19, Lemma 4.61. 1 
For A E W,, nap, let S,%, be a random variable having the noncentral 
Wishart distribution WJn, t;, nA*) with n degrees of freedom (A* = AA). 
Observe that 
cov v(n - “‘SA .n ) = 2&X @ Z) fp + 4F;(A* @ C) fp = A,, 
say. Thus A, > cZs for A E 9Rm, and a constant c > 0. 
In the sequel c, will denote a generic constant depending on compact 
parameter sets K but not on elements of K, on n and on sets E E .3Yk. 
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LEMMA 4.11. For every compact set K c 9J$, there exists a constant cK 
such that for all A E K, n >p, E E 9” 
Proof. We represent S,,, as a sum of i.i.d. random variables as follows. 
Consider the extended central Wishart distribution IV,@, C) for real A >p, 
defined by letting the degree of freedom parameter in the density and charac- 
teristic function (ch. f.) (cf. Eaton [5]) take real values. It can be seen that 
the usual reproductive property is also valid for real A; i.e., degrees of 
freedom add up for independent variables. Let k(n) = [n/3p] and consider 
for given A E K, n > 3p, a set of independent r.v.‘s SA,n,i, Sz,i, i = l,..., k(n), 
such that 
S A,n,i - w,(P, C, nk(n)-‘A*), Sz,i- w,(nk(n)-’ -P, C>, i= 1 ,..., k(n). 
Here nk(n)-’ -p > 2p. We then have 
k(n) 
S A.fl - x Cs,4,rr,i + sf,i)* 
i=l 
It can be verified that Corollary 19.6 in Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao 131 
holds uniformly over a distributional parameter if the assumptions are 
fulfilled in corresponding uniform versions. To complete the proof we thus 
have to verify the following conditions for the r.v. 
9 A,n = (k(n)ln)“*d,“‘(V(S,,,,, + SC, -ES,,.,, -EV.d): 
(4 E IILJI’ OK7 
(b) S, ,n has a density qa,n such that 
SUP qA,&-) G CK. xew 
These conditions can be verified, noting in particular a property like (b) for 
SXi implied by n k(n)-’ -p > 2p. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider r as defined in Section 3, and define 
We have 
n(Q, + zc) - W+,(n, Z nv*(r,,(fQ)) 
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if 6 obtains and n >p. Here if r,(6) E KC T then V*(r,(B)) ranges over a 
compact g c @I n 1117 * c mm, so that Lemma 4.11 can be applied. If 
A,=A, for A2 = V*(t) 
and e denotes the distribution of n”2~(Qn - V*(r)) for t = r,(a) if 6 
obtains then for E E .J@ 
I?(E) -N,=(E)1 < cKn-“2. (4.2) 
Now Lemma 4.6(c) implies that &V*(t)) = B,, r E T, and together with 
(4.1) this yields 
% -B, = cp(Q,) - VW*(~)) 
almost surely for r E T, n >p -4. Observe that the conditions of 
Lemma 4.10 are met for f = cp, k =j, m = q(p - q), A(V*(5)) = A, and 
51= ‘@’ from Lemma4.8, so that I?c a*. For n >p - q, E E .9q(p-q’, 
write 
e(n1’2vec(fi, -B,) E E) 
= ?({x E w/n”*(q$ v*(z) + n - 1’2x) - q~( V*(r))) E E}). (4.3) 
Observe that for D(r) defined by (3.1) and D~I from Lemma 4.9 
WV*(~)) 4(WV’-*(~)))’ = D(r). (4.4) 
Relations (4.2)-(4.4) and Lemma 4.10 imply 
IP”:(n1’2 vec(6, -B,) E E) - N,,,,(E)/ < c,n-‘12. m 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. The main result states that the m.1.e. is optimal in a restricted sense, 
where “restricted” means that the asymptotic minimax property is local with 
respect to a coarse topology on 0. As a consequence we shall have full 
asymptotic efficiency within the restricted class of estimators which are 
functions of Q, only. Since the distribution of these depends only on r,(6), 
Theorem 1 implies that 8, has a 1.a.m. property of the classical type within 
this class of estimators based on a preliminary data condensation. Most 
alternatives to 8, considered in the literature are in this class. On these and 
related results on individual comparisons, cf. Anderson [ 11, Robinson [ 181, 
and also [ 141 and the survey in [6]. 
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2. In 1141 it is shown that the estimator 
B,, = L$‘Q,~-‘Q,L,(L;Q~~-‘Q,L,)-’ 
which is more simply built than 8, has the same limiting distribution. It is 
not difficult to verify that BE,, shares the optimality property of Theorem 1. 
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